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Abstract 
A formal specification technique for specification of interactive systems is described. The 
abstract behavior of the system is described first, and a formal description of a con
crete user interface is added to the abstract description as a refinement step. Interaction 
properties of the specified system can be analyzed by using the formal method. 

The method and a concrete specification language is originally designed with embedded 
and real-time systems in mind. This paper shows that the same model and specification 
technique can also be used for specification of interactive systems. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Formal methods are used for exact descriptions of the system under development. If the 
system is specified formally it is possible to verify its properties before implementation is 
started. A formal specification is also a firm basis for the implementation. Today formal 
methods are mainly used in embedded and safety critical applications, but their usage 
can also benefit development of interactive systems. 

There are two usages for formal methods in user interface design. They can be used for 
cognitive modeling of the user. The purpose of these methods is to show how complex tasks 
are in cognitive terms. In the other type of formal methods the behavior of a computer 
system is described in a formal notation. The work presented in this paper belongs to the 
latter category. 

In the latter case general purpose specification methods can be used instead of special 
user interface methods. When used for interface specification, their purpose is to expose 
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logical inconsistencies within a system and its user interface, and to give a precise basis 
to reasoning on usability-related properties. 

The method applied in this paper is DisCo (Jarvinen, 1992). It was originally designed 
for specification of embedded and real-time systems, but it can also be used for a de
scription of interactive systems and their user interfaces. The first experiments (Systii., 
1994) showed that DisCo can be used for the description of interactive applications. This 
paper continues from those experiments by specifying concrete interaction techniques and 
introducing analysis of interaction properties. 

In the example given in this paper I first introduce an abstract specification of an elec
tronic mail system. A specification of a user interface is added to the abstract specification 
as a separate step. This specification contains the behavioral part of the user interface; 
layout and other similar issues are not included. 

Interaction properties are often expressed by using the PIE formalism (Runciman, 
1990). Similar properties can be expressed by using DisCo and the underlying logic, tem
poral logic of actions (TLA) (Lamport, 1994). The properties can be checked against the 
specification containing the abstract description of the application and a description of 
the interface. This gives a basis for formal analysis of the properties of the system and 
user interface at an early stage of development. 

The PIE formalism does not handle the reactive nature of interactive systems. An 
interactive application, especially in a multi-window environment, includes parallelism 
and interleaving of several interactions. The advantage of the DisCo approach lies in 
the fact that the reactive and parallel nature of interactive systems can be modeled and 
analyzed. 

The structure of this paper is the following. Section 2 gives a short introduction to 
the ideas behind the DisCo method. An introduction to the specification language is 
given in Section 3. This section gives also an example: an abstract specification of an 
electronic mail system. Section 4 discusses the adding of user interface details to the 
abstract specification. In this step the interaction techniques and user visible data are 
defined. Some interaction properties and their verification is discussed in Section 5. 

2 INTRODUCTION TO JOINT ACTIONS AND DISCO 

The joint-action method and the corresponding specification language DisCo have been 
designed for reactive systems (Pnueli, 1986). Reactive systems are systems that are in 
continuous interaction with their environment. This distinguishes them from traditional 
input-output computations where the output is a function of certain input values, and 
where the computations are terminating. Reactive systems often have parallelism. The 
internal behavior may have parallelism, and the internal behavior of the system may 
proceed in parallel with the environment. 

The model of a reactive system is also suitable for modeling of modern interactive 
systems in which the user has the control of interaction. The applications are responding 
to user inputs, the user may interact with several applications at the same time, and the 
applications may interact with each other. 

DisCo is based on the concept of joint actions (Back and Kurki-Suonio, 1988). Com
pared to conventional object-oriented methods, joint actions have the distinctive feature 
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that the effects are defined within separate entities instead of being distributed among 
the descriptions of the participating objects. In most process-based methods, like CSP 
or LOTOS, the global behavior has to be expressed by explicit communication, and in 
pure object-oriented methods all behavior has to be included in private methods of ob
jects. This difference is clarified in Figure 1, where two objects, L and R, need to set 
their variables X so that L.X ::; R.X. In conventional object-oriented and process-based 

L.X R.X L.X R.X 

Figure 1 Difference between object-oriented methods and joint actions. 

methods explicit communication is needed. This communication imposes unnecessary de
tails in the functional specification where what questions are important instead of how. 
A DisCo specification describes only what is done in actions, and which participants are 
needed for them. It does not specify who is executing the actions, or which communication 
mechanisms are used. 

In DisCo all systems are described as closed systems. This means that specifications in
clude both the system and its environment. Environment actions describe external events, 
and system actions describe the responses and possible autonomous behavior of the sys
tem. In cases where assumptions about the behavior of the environment are essential for 
the reasoning, it is easy to include them in the specification. 

The execution model is simply an infinite sequence of state changes. If the system stops, 
the execution can be thought to continue with empty (stuttering) actions. An interleaved 
model of parallelism is used; potentially parallel actions are executed sequentially but in 
an arbitrary order. The model may have nondeterminism, which means that a specification 
may allow several different executions. 

A concrete specification language DisCo has been developed to support the joint action 
method (Jarvinen, 1992). This language is executable and has object-oriented structuring 
capabilities. Executability provides means to analyze a specification by testing. The DisCo 
tool has execution capabilities and graphical animations (Systii, 1991). Our experiences 
have shown that the tool is useful in making a specification interesting to a broader 
audience. Engineers are reluctant to discuss in terms of a formal specification, but they 
start making valuable comments after seeing the graphical animations. These comments 
can lead to corrections in the formal specification. 

Regardless of its obvious benefits, execution is not enough. The number of possible 
states is potentially infinite, which means that exhaustive search by execution is not 
feasible. Thus, the tool can be used for simple test cases only, and formal proofs should 
be used for more credible verification. In DisCo we have combined exact description of 
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the system, formal reasoning by proving, and graphical animations. We feel that testing 
with animations and formal proofs do not exclude each other; they support each other. 

The proofs are based on temporal logic of actions (TLA) (Lamport, 1994). TLA includes 
basic state functions, the standard temporal operator always (D), and derived operators 
like eventually ( 0) and leadsto (""'). An action in TLA is a relation between an old state 
and a new state where the new value of a variable is denoted by a primed name. For 
example 

x'=x+1 
is an action in TLA. All DisCo constructs have been defined in terms of TLA, and the 
specifications can be transformed to TLA expressions. A complete description of DisCo 
and its mapping to TLA can be found in (Jarvinen, 1992). 

3 AN EXAMPLE: ELECTRONIC MAIL 

DisCo supports object-oriented modeling; DisCo objects always belong to a class that 
defines the data and state structures of objects within that class. The local state of an 
object consists of two parts: variable values and a finite state automaton. The finite state 
structure is similar to the hierarchical structure used in Statecharts (Hare!, 1987). 

In the example to be discussed one class definition introduces a class for mail messages. 
A message can be in three possible states: Idle (nonexisting), Incomplete (under prepa
ration), and Ready. The state Idle is prefixed with an asterisk (*) to indicate that it is 
the default state. The variable Recipient contains a reference to the user to whom the 
message is sent, and the variable From contains the sender of the message. 

DisCo has no built-in type for character strings. In this specification single integers are 
used to model character strings. For example, the integer variable Body represents the 
content of the message. If the internal structure of strings were an interesting property, a 
sequence of integers would have been used instead. Value 0 represents the situation where 
the value of the string is not yet given. 

The definition of class Message is 

class Message is 
state *Idle, Incomplete, Ready; 
From: User; 
Recipient: User; 
Body: integer; 

end; 

Another class in the specification is User. A User has two sets of messages: Sending 
(messages under preparation) and Reading (messages the user is currently reading). There 
is also a mailbox for each user, and the user can read messages stored in that mailbox. 
The sender cannot add messages directly to the mailboxes because the recipient user may 
be committed to another action, or the mailbox may temporarily be unavailable. To avoid 
unnecessary delays, the concept of spooling is included in the model. The sending of a 
message adds a message to a spool area, from where it is later added to the recipient's 
mailbox. Classes User and Spool are defined in DisCo as 
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class User is 
Sending, Reading: set Message; 
Mailbox: set Message; 

end; 
class Spool is 

Content: set Message; 
end; 

It is assumed that there is only one instance of class Spool in the system. 

231 

The other basic components in DisCo are actions. An action definition has a name, 
zero or more parameters, one or more participants, a body, and an enabling guard. Each 
participant is specified by its class, and it is given a formal name called role. Whenever 
an action is executed with some objects as participants, the action body may change the 
internal state of the participating objects. An action cannot modify objects that are not 
participants in it. Parameters are action variables whose values are determined at the 
beginning of each execution. 

The guard is a boolean expression, which has to be true for the action to be executed. 
The guard can therefore be used to restrict the possible participant combinations and 
parameter values. If there is freedom in selecting the possible participants or parameter 
values, they are determined by nondeterministic choice. 

In the mail example the sender has five possible user actions: start sending, specify the 
recipient, enter the message body, cancel the sending, and complete the sending when the 
recipient and body have been given. The receiver can read the message, and after reading 
either keep the message in mailbox or discard it. In addition there is one automatically 
executed system action for moving a message from the spool to the recipient's mail box. 
This means that the specification contains the following nine actions: 

• Start.Send which adds an empty message to the User.Sending, 
• Add_Body which adds a body to a message, 
• Add_Recipient which adds a recipient to a message, 
• Send which removes a completed message from User. Sending and adds it to spool area, 
• Cancel which removes a message without sending it, 
• From.Spool which moves a message from spool area to the user's mail box, 
• Read which models the start of reading a message, 
• Keep which stops reading a message and saves the message for further reading, and 
• Dispose which stops reading without saving the message. 

The following definition of action Add..Recipient is an example of DisCo actions (details 
of the other actions are omitted here): 

action Add_Recipient (R:User) by M:Message; U:User is 
when M.lncomplete 1\ M E U.Sending 1\ M.Recipient = null do 

M.Recipient := R; 
end; 

It has two participants M and U, which are instances of classes Message and User. Symbol 
R denotes a parameter whose value is determined when the execution of the action begins. 
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The guard requires that participant M must be in the set Sending of participant U, M 
must be in state Incomplete, and the recipient has not yet been given. 

4 USER INTERFACE SPECIFICATION 

In the previous section the only relationship to user interface was the set of available 
operations. These operations were described at an abstract level without interaction de
tails. In addition to abstract system behavior, the DisCo-based approach can be used for 
modeling of interaction details. 

4.1 Interface specification as a part of system specification 

In this approach the interface specification is an integral part of the whole specification 
process. The specification starts with an abstract specification. An example of such a spec
ification was discussed in Section 3. This specification is basically a functional specification 
of an electronic mail system. When an abstract specification is complete enough, user in
terface details can be added. This allows analysis of the interface before the development 
continues towards implementation. 

When interface details are added to an abstract specification, the following tasks are 
necessary: 

1. The user (environment) actions are recognized. The user operations, i.e. the actions 
started by the user, are environment actions. System responses and its autonomous 
operations are system actions. For environment actions it is necessary to define inter
action implementation details and to specify how the participants and parameters are 
bound to their values. 

2. The specification is supplemented with new classes to model concrete interaction tools. 
These tools are the user-visible controls that are called widgets in some windowing 
systems. Environment actions are typically refined to contain interaction realizations 
by adding interaction tools, like command buttons* or text fields, as new participants 
to the actions. The bodies of the actions are extended by statements for semantic 
feedback. For example, action Start_Send of Section 3 can be made concrete by stating 
that it is initialized by pressing a command button. 

3. New actions for modeling of user interface details are added. For example, in the case 
of text string, the input of each character can be considered as a separate action. In the 
abstract specification there are no actions that model the typing of individual charac
ters; only entering of the whole text is modeled. When the user interface specification 
is added to the abstract specification the description is supplemented with these kinds 
of user interface actions. Also, some special semantic feedback may be generated. For 
example, enabled command buttons are shown differently from disabled ones. 

4. The visibility of the internal data of the system is defined. All data cannot be shown 
to the user, but without being able to see the state of the system the user is not able 

*The naming of the user interface elements follows the OPEN LOOK (OpenLook, 1989) terminology. 
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Table 1 The division of actions 
Action Type 

Start...Send environment 

Add..Recipient environment 

Add_Body environment 

Send, Cancel, Keep, environment 
Dispose 

Head environmeut 

From...Spool system 

Interaction technique 

A constantly enabled command button 
placed on the main window is pressed. 

A recipient from a scrolling list is se
lected (clicked on). The parameter R 
is specified by the selected item. 

The text is typed in a text field and 
the action is executed when a special 
"end-of-text" symbol, like "enter"
key, is typed. 

A command button of the message 
window is pressed. 

A message from a scrollmg list iH 
selected 
(clicked on). 

to interact efficiently. For example in the electronic mail, the user needs to see if there 
are incoming messages in the mailbox. 

Usually an application uses an existing toolkit, and the design is based on some style 
guidelines. This means that some of the above refinements are "obvious" or fixed. The 
toolkit is usually an integral part of the implementation. 

4.2 Specification of an interface to electronic mail 

The abstract specification given in Section 3 describes the application semantics of an 
electronic mail system. Now the above four tasks are applied to the abstract specifica
tion. The design decisions are first discussed informally, and after that a formal DisCo 
representation is given. 

The user interface is based on multiple windows. The main window displays the content 
of the mailbox and provides means for initiating actions StarLSend and Read. Both of 
these actions create a new window for each message. 

The distinction between system and environment actions is shown in Table 1. For 
environment actions, also the interaction method is shown. For most actions the binding 
of participants U and M is obvious. The user ( U) is the user interacting with the system, 
and the message (M) is the message shown by or composed by the user. The binding of 
other participants and parameters is shown in Table 1. 

In this example the interaction technique for most operations is based on command 
buttons with an enabling/disabling capability. If a button is disabled, the user cannot 
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press it, and a disabled button is shown differently from an enabled one. The message to 
be read and the recipient user are selected from a scrolling list. These lists may contain 
user names or identification information of received messages. 

Specification of a toolkit 
The user interface elements needed for electronic mail are command buttons, scrolling 
lists, text fields and windows. Most of the interface elements have some fixed behavior 
which is the same in all usages of the toolkit. The specification of the toolkit specifies the 
common behavior. 

A class to model command buttons is 

class But is 
state Enabled, *Disabled; 

end; 

The scrolling list contains a list of text strings from which the user can select one alter
native. In this example the text strings are names of possible recipients and headers of 
messages. This is modeled by including a set of references to classes User and Message 
in the class modeling scrolling list. Because classes Message and User are not visible in 
system Toolkit the class for a scrolling list is empty at this level of abstraction: 

class List is 
end: 

This list should have some general properties like displaying of the currently selected item, 
but in order to simplify the presentation these properties are omitted. The type of the 
items in the list and other details are to be specified later. 

A text field is an interface element used for textual input. In this case it is used for 
typing of the message body. The definition of the text field is 

class T ext_Field is 
Value: integer; -- the text is modeled with an integer 

end; 

Windows can be either visible (Mapped) or nonvisible/nonexisting (Unmapped). The 
class definition for this kind of a window is 

class Window is 
state *Unmapped, Mapped; 

end; 

The actions of the toolkit are: 

• Enable which enables a disabled command button, 
• Disable which disables a command button, 
• Push which models the user operation of pushing a button, 
• Set_ Value which sets content of class Text..F'ield; it models the typing of characters, 
• Enter which ends typing of the text and copies the value to the application, 
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• Select which selects an item from a scrolling list. 
• Map which creates a visible window (changes state from Unmapped to Mapped), and 
• Unmap which removes a window from display (changes the state to Unmapped). 

Actions Push, Set_ Value, Enter and Select are environment actions whose execution is 
initiated by the user. The other actions are "called" by the application code, which means 
that they are synchronized with the actions of the abstract specification. 

Toolkit combined to the abstract specification 
In DisCo, new properties are added to a specification by using superposition. In superposi
tion so called safety properties are maintained. This means that the new specification does 
not allow any changes in variable values or states that were not allowed by the old specifi
cation. However, it is possible to add new variables and new operations for new variables, 
because these operations are not visible in the old specification. The language rules allows 
changing only such variables that are introduced in the same system. Variables declared 
in earlier superposition steps can be accessed but not changed. 

The above system Toolkit containing the user interface elements, and system Mail de
scribing the application semantics from Section 3 are imported to a new system, in which 
properties of both systems are combined. This new system is a superposition of both of 
the previous specifications (electronic mail and toolkit). After combination, the specifi
cation continues with normal superposition modifications: new classes, extensions to old 
classes, new actions, and refinements to old actions. 

Combining of systems may also require combination (synchronization) of actions. For 
instance, action Start_Send has to be combined with action Push that models the pressing 
of button Start..Send..But. The combinations are based on Table 1 and are the following: 

Start.Send: 
Add_Bodyl: 
Add_Recipientl: 
Send: 
Read: 
Dispose: 
Keep: 

Maii.Start.5end, Toolkit.Pusn 
Maii.Add_Body, Toolkit.Enter 
Maii.Add_Recipient, Toolkit.Select 
Maii.Send, Toolkit.Pusn 
Maii.Read, Toolkit.Select 
Maii.Dispose, Toolkit.Pusn 
Maii.Keep, Toolkit.Select 

These combinations include also feedback actions Map, Unmap, Enable and Disable. 
For example, the new combined Start..Send includes also action Map for the new window, 
action Enable for the cancel button, and action Disable for the send button. These ad
ditional combinations and other details, like participant bindings, are omitted from this 
paper. 

After action combination, the refinement continues with standard superposition modifi
cations: definition of new classes, extensions of old classes with new variables, new actions, 
and refinements of old actions. 

The list of possible recipients is displayed in a scrolling list. This list of users is defined 
as a specialization of the general scrolling list: 

class User _List is 
inherit List; 
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Content: sequence User; 
end; 

The scrolling lists of the readable messages (Message_list) is defined similarly. 
While mapped, a window is always displaying a message. There are two different types 

(states) of windows: sending and receiving. Both of these states have two buttons. This 
refinement of class Window is 

extend Window by 
M:Message; 
state *Send, Receive; 
extend Send by 

inherit But as Send_But; 
inherit But as CanceLBut; 
Friends: User_List; 
Text: Text_Field; 

end; 
extend Receive by 

inherit But as Keep_But; 
inherit But as Dispose_But; 

end; 
end; 

-- set of potential recipients 
--for input of message body 

The user has a set of visible windows that can be used either for sending or for reading 
messages. The maximum number of windows is not limited. For initiating the Start_Send 
action, the user has a button Start_Send..Bv.t. For initiating Read-actions a list of messages 
currently in the mailbox is included in a scrolling list Messages. This leads to the following 
class definition: 

extend User by 
inherit Window; -- The main window 
Windows: set Window; 
inherit But as Start..Send_But; 
Messages: Message_List; 

end; 

The variable Messages seems to duplicate the information stored in variable Mailbox, 
but Messages is the user interface element shown to the user, while Mailbox models the 
internal variable containing the whole messages. 

The actions are refined to include extra conditions and assignments to new variables. 
The rules for the refinements are such that an action cannot violate the superposition 
principle. This means that assignments cannot change the values defined in earlier levels 
of specification. 

Combination of actions brings new participants to them. For example the combined 
version of action Start_Send has the two participants (user and message) defined in the 
abstract specification and four participants of toolkit: window W for the new message, 
and buttons Send..B, CanceLB and Start_B. The new action requires also that the window 
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is unused before the action, and as a result of the action the window is inserted to the list 
of user's active windows. This is expressed in DisCo as 

refined Start..Send by ... is 
when ... W.Unmapped 1\ W.Send 1\ Start_B = U.Start..Send_But do 

W.M:=M; 
U.Windows := U.Windows u { W }; 

end; 

The refinements of other actions are similar and they are omitted. 

User visible data of the interface 
The above system Toolkit describes the interface elements and their behavior. In addition, 
it is necessary to reason on the user's view of the possible executions. For these usability 
properties it is important to be able to discuss the data that are visible to the user. 

The visible data are defined as a set of variables. This set is a subset of the variables 
of the DisCo specification. Formal reasoning on usability properties is based on these 
variables. In the electronic mail example the visible data are assumed to be as follows: 

• All mapped windows are shown to the user. Also the state (Receive or Send) of the 
window is shown. This is an assumption about the behavior of the toolkit. 

• In all windows the contents of the messages (variables M.Body and M.Recipient) are 
shown by using text fields. 

• If the state of the window is Send, the send and cancel buttons together with their 
enabled/ disabled status is shown (variables Send..Bv.t and Cancel..Bv.t of class Window). 
Also, the variable Friends containing the list of potential recipients is shown in a 
scrollable list. 

• If the state of the window is Receive, the keep and dispose buttons together with 
the enabled/disabled status is shown (variables Keep_Bv.t and Dispose_Bv.t of class 
Window). 

• Information about the received messages in the mailbox is shown as a scrolling list 
(variable Messages of class User). 

5 INTERACTION AND USABILITY PROPERTIES 

Formal descriptions make it possible to reason on properties of the system. These proper
ties should include both operational and usability properties. Usability is a general concept 
containing also properties that are not part of the application. In this presentation only 
some simple interaction properties are discussed. 

This section gives examples on how interaction properties can be expressed and how 
they can be analyzed. The first subsection introduces a well-known model in which the 
properties are often expressed in the literature. The subsequent subsections introduce some 
properties and examples of how they can be analyzed. The definitions of the properties 
are based on (Abowd, 1992) and (Thimbleby, 1990). 
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5.1 The PIE model and its relationship to DisCo 

One well-known formalism for expressing interaction properties is the PIE model, origi
nally developed by Dix and Runciman and further extended to red-PIE. For a description 
of PIE see, for example, (Runciman, 1990). PIE is a black-box model, which means that 
the internal structure of the system is not dealt with. 

In the PIE model the user actions are called commands ( c E C), and histories of user 
commands are called programs (P = seq C). Sequential composition of commands and 
programs is denoted by "---.". 

The result of a program is called its effect (E). It contains all effects including displayed 
output and internal memory. The effect can be calculated by an interpretation function 
(I), which is defined as a function from programs to effects (I: P --7 E). 

A refined model, red-PIE, makes a distinction between visible and invisible effects, by 
dividing them into two parts by functions display (E --7 D) and result (E --7 R). 

The PIE model treats the output as a deterministic function of input, without con
sidering the possibility that the responses may be asynchronous to the input. One step 
towards reactive systems was taken by Dix in (Dix, 1990). As an example, Dix points out 
that the speed of input may affect the results of the interaction. If the speed is not part of 
the formal model of the input, nondeterministic models are necessary in the description 
of effects. Dix uses nondeterministic PIEs, where the value of the interpretation function 
is a set of possible effects. 

Another example discussed by Dix is a window system where the effects and inputs of 
different windows may interleave. Such interleaving is a typical example of the properties 
of reactive systems. Similar problems are faced and dealt with in DisCo, which is a method 
designed for modeling and reasoning on reactive systems. 

In order to analyze properties specified in terms of PIE in DisCo specifications, the re
lationship between the concepts of the two notations must be analyzed. The commands in 
PIE correspond to environment actions in DisCo. The same action with different partici-

pants and parameters is usually considered as several different commands. t For example, 
an action modeling a key press may have a parameter that contains the pressed key. Key
press actions with different parameters are then different commands in the PIE model. 
The commands in the above example are the environment actions given in Table 1. All 
these actions are combined with the following actions of the toolkit: Push, Set_ Value, En
ter and Select. Different participant and parameter combinations are treated as separate 
commands. For example, action Add_Recipient/Select with different values of parameter 
R (Recipient) are different commands. On the other hand, it is possible that two different 
actions can be treated as a single command, if they are the same action at the toolkit 
level. 

The effect E consists of the state variables of the DisCo specification. An effect is not 
necessarily an explicit set of values, but an arbitrary predicate on the global state. The 
visible part display (E) consists of variables that are defined to be visible (see Section 
4.2). 

One difference between DisCo and PIE is that DisCo allows description of autonomous 

tNotice that in TLA there is no notion of action identity, while DisCo gives actions ad syntactic entities 
that can be thought to have different identities. 
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actions that can change the state of the system without user operations. The PIE model 
is based on the assumption that all effects are immediate consequences of user commands, 
but nondeterministic PIEs can partly cover the effects caused by asynchronous responses. 

5.2 Examples of interaction properties 

Reachability 
Reachability requires that the system provides means to reach all states. Total reachability 
requires that for all states there exists a sequence of operations that moves the system to 
any other state: 

VeE E,p1 E P :: (3P2 E P :: I(p1 "P2) =e). 

If E contains all possible components of the state, for example time, the system can never 
be fully reachable. For reasoning on reachability, the effect set usually contains a set of 
interesting properties. In a concrete analysis, based on the DisCo model, E is defined as 
a state predicate. 

The interpretation function I(p1 "p2 ) is a state function, and I(p1 "P2) = e is a state 
predicate. Hence, reachability in DisCo and TLA is defined in terms of state predicates. 
A state defined by predicate G is reachable from a state defined by predicate F0 if an 
execution of the following form can be shown possible: 

(1) 

where environment actions (ac.;) are shown between state predicates. 
Reachability can be proven, if the intermediate states, F;, 0 < i <:::: n - 1, are invari

ants under system actions. In other words, if the above user actions are interleaved with 
autonomous system actions ac, the following TLA expression have to hold: 

F; 1\ (ac,) =? FI. 

The primed Ff is the state predicate F; with all variables replaced by the corresponding 
primed variables. 

It should be noted that reachability cannot be defined as 

Fo"" G, 

because this definition would require that the desired state is reached in all executions. 
In the electronic mail example one may require that, always when there are enough 

resources, it is possible to send a message, i.e. the action Send can always become enabled. 
The condition requiring that there are enough resources is 

3W : Window :: W.Send 1\ W. Unmapped 

1\ 3M : Message :: M.Idle, 

and it corresponds to the state predicate Fo in 1. 

(2) 
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Then, it can be shown that after execution of actions Start_Send (SS), Add_Recipi
ent(AR) and Add.Body1(AB1} the enabling condition of Send (S) is true. In other words: 

(2) _ M.Incomplete _ M.Recipient f=. null/\ M.Body = 0 _ enabled(S) 
SS AR ABl 

The proof of this would rely on the fact that the two intermediate states are invariant 
under the only system action (From...Spool). 

Predictability and observability 
The intuitive meaning of predictability is that a behavior of a system can be determined 
by the operations performed so far. In PIE predictability can be defined as 

Vpl,'P2 E p I /(p!) = l('P2) :: (Vp E p :: /(pl ~ p) =I~~ p)). 

In DisCo, if the response is given synchronously as the result of a user action, a system 
can be proven predictable with respect to action acen•• state predicate F0 , and state 
predicate G, if it can be shown that the execution of acenv in state F0 always results in a 
state defined by predicate G: 

Fo 1\ (acenv) =? G' (3) 

When system actions are involved in producing the result, the effect of an environment 
action ac. is predictable with respect to state predicates F0 and G if 

F0 1\ (ac.) '"'""G. (4) 

This is a typical liveness property, and it can be proven by using the inference rules of 
TLA. 

It is possible, for example, to prove that the execution of action Send will always lead 
to a situation where the same message will appear in the recipient's list of incoming mail. 
This is expressed formally as 

(Send[M]) ""ME M.Recipient.Messages.Content. (5) 

In order to keep the formulas simple, only the interesting participant Mis included in (5). 
The proof of (5) could follow the following lines. Action Send puts the message to the 

spool area, i.e. 

(Send[M]) =?ME S.Queue'. (6) 

The fairness requirement+ for participant M of action From...Spool guarantees that, if 
a message is infinitely often in the message queue, action From_Spool will be executed 

+DisCo specifications typically contain fairness requirements for system actions. In this case it is required 
that the execution of action From_Spool must be fair with respect to the delivered message. For fairness 
in DisCo see (Jarvinen, 1992). 
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infinitely often. Because no other action can violate the enabling condition of action 
From...Spool, the above fairness requirement guarantees that 

(M E S.Queue) "'-'+ (From...Spool[M]). (7) 

Execution of action From_Spool guarantees that a message is added to the recipient's 
visible list of messages: 

(ME S.Queue) 1\ (From...Spool[M]) =>ME M.Recipient.Messages.Content' (8) 

So, according to (6), (7) and (8), action Send adds a message to the spool area, and ac
tion From...Spool adds the same message to the scrolling list M.Recipient.Messages. Content. 
This implies (5). This means that the appearance a message in the recipient's list of in
coming messages is a predictable effect of action Send. 

Unpredictability in DisCo models is always due to nondeterminism included in the 
specification. If environment actions with different parameter values are considered as 
different commands, unpredictability is due to nondeterminism in system actions. System 
actions can create unpredictability in two ways: 

1. The execution of system actions is not synchronized with environment actions. This 
means that the response may or may not happen before the next user command. 

2. The system has several ways to respond to user actions. There might be several alter
native actions, or the parameters of the responding action may be nondeterministically 
selected. 

Observability defines the user's possibility to predict the behavior by looking at the 
display. This property differs from predictability in that the behavior of the system should 
be determinable from the visible part of the effects. This requirement has practical value, 
for example, when the user returns back from a coffee break. Observability is defined as 

\:/p1,P2 E P display(I(pt)) = display(I(p2 )) 

.. (\:lp E P: display(I(p1 ,_., p)) = display(I(p2 ,_., p))) 

In DisCo, an observability condition is true, if predictability can be proven when starting 
from state predicate F0 containing references to visible variables only. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

DisCo is based on a formal model of reactive systems, and reactive systems can be used for 
the modeling of interactive systems. This fact has been discovered by several researchers. 
For example, see (Palanque, Bastide, Dourte and Sibertin-Blanc, 1993). The distinctive 
features of DisCo are: 

• The concept joint actions allows high level descriptions without concerning implemen
tation details like communication mechanisms. 
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• Support for step-wise derivation with superposition allows modular development of the 
specification so that only a small set of properties are defined at a time. 

• Interaction properties can be expressed and analyzed by using TLA. 
• Executability with tool support allows "testing" of the specification. This does not ex

clude formal proofs. 

An abstract behavioral description of an interactive application can be extended to 
include the user interface. The resulting specification can be used as a basis for verification 
of interaction properties. For example, reachability and predictability can be analyzed 
directly from the DisCo specification. 
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Discussion 

Fabio Paterno': You consider the specification of the user interface after the abstract 
specification of the system. Do you not think that considering user interfaces abstractions 
before the fll'st specification would allow you to structure it in such a way to better consider 
interaction and usability aspects? 

Kari Syst11: The fll'st specification already describes the abstract operations. 

Kakehi Katsuhiko: In your example of an action specification appears the statement 

(a := b \\ b := a). What does it mean? 

Kari Systl1: Simultaneous assignment. So it means value exchanging. 

Kakehi Katsuhiko: Can an object engage in more than one action at a time? 

Kari Systii: No. Any action specified becomes an elementary unit of execution for the objects 
related to the action. 

Kakehi Katsuhiko: Does that rule restrict the granularity of objects? Doesn't each object 
remain simple in its functionality? 

Kari Systl1: Why? It is natural that any object, which is an active participant in a system (and 
perhaps does many actions in the long run) can only handle one thing at a time. 

Ole Lauridsen: Do you have any tools which translate your specifications to 1LA? 

Kari Systil: We have built some prototype tools but nothing complete. They translate to a form 
of 1LA used by our proof systems. 

Claus Unger: Does you approach mean that the decision if two actions can be executed in 
parallel must be delayed until execution time?. 

Kari Systl1: Yes. Also, specifying parallel actions means that the actions can potentially be 
executed in parallel. 

Ole Lauridsen: How does this scale up? Is there a place where the numbers of actions and 
objects might ,blow-up" the approach? 

Kari Systl1: In large system specifications the number of actions is large, not the number of 
objects an action works on. This might cause a problem. Have not created any really large 
systems yet. 

Gregory Abowd: What is the advantage of 1LA over something like the algebra of PIE or 
model checking? 

Kari Syst/1: This approach supports the automated support for reasoning on infinite state 
specifications. Model checking does not work for infinite state specs. PIE has no automated 
support. 

Philippe Palanque: Have you been doing some work for including task modeling in you design 
process? 

Kari Systl1: Not yet. But in addition to describing dialogues, joint actions can be used for 
describing task models. 


